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Emperor blue mackerel my time at portia

From My Time At Portia Wiki A rare fish species living in icy waters. ~ My time in Portia Blue Mackerel is a native fish to Portia. It weighs between 2.5 and 5.425 kg and can be between lengths. Blue Mackerel is available at the following Fishing Places: TBD 8: Normal (16% chance), Emperor (4% chance) Emperor Blue
Mackerel is a special range of rare Blue Mackerel, harder to catch, and worth more than the usual Blue Mackerel. It weighs between 5.425 and 7 kg and can be between lengths. This post contains all the information you need to know about fishing in My Time in Portia. We've spent a lot of time creating this Portia Fishing
Guide. So it contains information about fishing tools, fishing skills (from the Portia skill tree), fish type and where to catch it. Moreover, you will know what recipes have fish as ingredients. What you need for fishing in Portia It is very easy to learn how to fish in Portia. But before that, you need to collect a few things to get
started. First of all, you need to make a fishing rod. The first recipe you get is almost at the start of the game when Qiwa asks you to make fishing rides for him. Mission called: Fishing Rod and it's a secondary mission, so be careful not to skip. You can also, look at the recipe for it before getting a search. Plus, your
fishing rod, too, requires Caterpillars. Better if you are going to fish regularly. You can get Caterpillars in My Time in Portia from gathering primarily. Plants such as herbs, bamboo pedals, snake berries or any other gathering plant can drop you caterpillar as well. They are the only fishing bait, so don't ignore these Portia
Fishing Guide tips: gather everything you see to get as many caterpillars as possible. In other cases, you have to buy it at Sophie's Ranch for 4 goals (it's a price of 100% but by the time I'm at a price Portia can change due to economic change). How to craft a fishing rod in My Time in Portia For Beginner Fishing Rod
craft you will need Work Level 1 to make it and Stone Fugities for craft parts for it. Beginner Fishing Rod Material: 15 sticks (get it from logging, you need an axe)2 wild cocoa (get it from kicking a particular tree)1 copper bar (melt 3 ore copper on the furnace, that you get from the quarry) This type of riding will not give
you a lot of help in fishing. So, if you want to get a better catch or fish for a rare species of fish, you need to make a Classic Fishing Rod. For craft, you need Twelves Level 2, Grinder and Industrial Folds craft parts for it. Classic Fishing Rod Material: 3 bronze pipes (craft with Grinder from 2 bronze bars)2 wild cocoa (with
a bronze axe you can also get it from logging)1 bar Mangann steel (diluted 4 ore and 1 mangann on the Industrial Foof) The difference between these two fishing rods not only classic Rod gives you more stability and makes the fishing process easier. So we you make it as soon as possible if you want to fish more
effectively. Moreover, it will help you a lot during My Time at Portia Fishing Day which hits each year in the spring on Friday 12th and 13th Saturday. To learn more about the event only according to the links provided. How to get a Master fishing rod This is a certain fishing rod that you can't make a craft. You can only get
it by completing special terms. The possibility to get it opened when you're going to build the Portia Museum (follow the link if you want to know what it is and how to build it). As a Portia Fishing Guide for so long we can't tell you about it our selves here. When the museum is ready, you need to donate to all kinds of
emperor's fish from every 13 species of fish. They are: CatfishFrog FishGolden SalmonGoliathBanner FishBubblefishLantern FishKoi FishFirefishBlade FishWise FishGladiator FishBlue Mackerel You will know that you get the emperor's fish because it will start with the emperor's label and it will be harder to catch that
easy. After you donate one emperor's fish per species you will get your child fishing the next day in your mail. How to fish at My Time in Portia After getting the desired fishing stick and bait going to the nearest fishing place to study fishing. You don't need specific skills to start only your skills as a player. Place the fishing
stick on your character panel and keep your caterpillar in the inventory. If everything is right in the fishing venue, you will be able to press E any other bond, you need to start fishing. Note: the chance of catching fish is 92% while the chance to catch any other item is 8%. Every actor you make brings you 6 stamina points,
so you can consider taking food with you. When you see a red question mark it means that you connect the fish, after which it starts an interesting part. Now you need to start reeling - press the mouse button (or the controls you see as indicators). Reeling will increase the tension indicated by the red bubble in the white
bubble. Hold the controls to back up the lines. You'll see how your bubble becomes red. Don't let it fill all the red! That will cancel your fishing and the fish will disappear. So the point is to rewind while the bubble still has transparency following the fish path. You will also see the numbers on the screen showing how many
meters are left before you get the fish off the water. Basically everything you need to know about the fishing process during my time in Portia itself. But further in Portia's fishing guide, we will you how to make this process easier. The skill that helps fish in My Time in Portia In the game, your character has a skill tree. It
consists of three branches: fights, gatherings and socially. Therefore, the skills associated with fishing are in the skills of The Group. It is called the Fish Encyclopedia. Basically, it only helps identify fish before fishing. Sometimes it is useful if you need some specific species. But further in the Portia Fishing Guide, we will



all the fishing spots in Portia. So to get Fish Encyclopedia skills as quickly as possible and profit to fish you from other skills, you need to spend your skills points in the following order: First, put all 5 points in Lucky Me skills. That will increase your chances of getting more bait fishing faster. Then put 4 skill points in Power
Up skills. That will increase your maximum stamina so you will be able to fish for longer without eating. Another skill is included in any of advanced Lumbering's following skills, Advanced Mining, Lively. None of them affect fishing a lot. And after spending 10 points of this skill, you can finally get the skills of the Fish
Encyclopedia. All other skill points you can spend whatever you like because they don't influence the fishing process itself. All fishing venues and fish species in My Time at the Portia Fishing Places in My Time in Portia are marked on the map with violet circles and white fish inside. Those places are places where
different species of fish swim together. You can fish only in these places. Where are the fishing spots in Portia There are ten fishing spots on My Time in Portia. Some of them you can get to from the beginning of the game. Some you'll find later because you'll find a new location. So Portia Fishing Place is: Bassanio
FallsPortia RiverAmber IslandPortia HarborWestern BeachCollapsed WastelandEufaula Desert OasisEufaula HeightsStarlight IslandSomber Marsh You can see all of them marked on the map below. If you don't see everything in your game is because you haven't opened all locations yet. Just keep playing. All the time I
am in the portia of the fish species and the first type of jump fishing, you may notice that you can catch not only fish. This is because besides, there are also search stuff and come rubbish that you can hook. Secondly, keep in mind that each species of fish has three types of fish that you can catch. They are the basis
(simple name of fish), emperor fish (a rarer type of fish, we have discussed it), and king fish (which is rare and the most valuable type). So what are the species of fish in Portia that you can catch? They are: Golden SalmonGoliathCatfishFrog FishBanner FishKoi FishBlue MackerelBubblefishLantern FishFirefishBlade
Fish FishGladiator Fish As for special items and quests that you can catch it is a Gold Ring. Further are the garbage items, namely: Rusty Iron Pipe (you also need it for one search)Shell NeckungRacketSeaweedTalismanCrystal Neckung Besides, you can also breed fish. Use view big fish tank or crystal fish tank for it.
Put down some similar or different species and see what happens. Where to catch certain fish in Portia In this section of the Portia Fishing Guide, you will learn where to go fishing for the species you need. You will see opportunities to catch certain fish in certain fishing places. Bassanio Falls Fishing Spot Near the base
of the fall, there is where Bassanio Falls. There you can catch: Golden Salmon, Goliath, Rusty Iron Iron Maharaja Golden Salmon, Maharaja Goliath, Racquet, Golden Salmon King, Goliath King, Shell Necklace, and Gold Ring. Not far from your workshop there is a place called Portia River. There you can catch: keli fish,
frog fish, rusty iron pipe, Maharaja Keli Fish, Maharaja Frog Fish, Racket, Keli Fish King, Frog King, Cangkerang Necklace, and Gold Ring. On the cliffs of the other Portia river, there is a fishing spot on Amber Island. There you can catch: kingfish, Blue Mackerel, Koi Fish, Rusty Iron Pipe, Maharaja Banner Fish,
Maharaja Blue Mackerel, Koi Maharaja Fish, Racket, BannerFisk King, Blue Mackerel King, Koi King, Shell Necklace, and Gold Ring. Another fish spot you can fish from the beginning of the game is Portia Harbour. There you can catch: Bubbles, Golden Salmon, Sea Rumpai, Bubblefish Maharaja, Golden Salmon
Maharaja, Racket, Bubblefish King, Golden Salmon King, Talisman, and Gold Ring. In addition, there is the West Coast. This place, too, opened negligently but it was far away. There you can catch: Sepanduk Fish, Twinkle Fish, Tanglung Fish, Sea Rumpai, Maharaja Banner Fish, Maharaja Tanglung Fish, Talisman,
and Gold Ring. During play, you'll open the location where wasteland collapsed. There you can catch: blade fish, keli fish, sage fish, cangkerang necklace, Maharaja Blade Fish, Wise Maharaja Fish, Racket, King Fish Blade, Catfish King, Kek Fish, Crystal Necklace, and Gold Ring. After half way through the story, you'll
get to eufaula desert oasis. There you will catch: Gladiator Fish, Golden Salmon, Wise Fish, Cangkerang Necklace, Maharaja Gladiator Fish, Maharaja Golden Salmon, Wise Maharaja Fish, Racket, King Fish Gladiator, Golden Salmon King, Wiser Fish, Crystal Necklace, and Gold Ring. After that, you will be able to fish
in Eufaula Heights. There you will catch: Fish blades, Blue Mackerel, Goliath, Shell Necklace, Maharaja Blade Fish, Maharaja Blue Mackerel, Goliath Maharaja, Racket, Blade Fish King, Blue Mackerel King, Goliath King, Crystal Necklace, and Gold Ring. In addition, you will be able to catch such fish species on Starlight
Island, such as the following: Gladiator Fish, Koi Fish, Cangkerang Necklace, Maharaja Gladiator Fish, Maharaja Koi Fish, Racket, Gladiator Fish King, Koi King, and Crystal Necklace. In conclusion, there is Somber Marsh Fishing Spot. There you can catch: Bubblefish, Frog Fish, Tanglung Fish, Shell Necklace,
Bubblefish Maharaja, Maharaja Frog Fish, Maharaja Tanglung Fish, Racket, Bubblefish King, Frog Fish King, Tanglung King Fish, and Crystal Necklace. Note that all the pictures on this block are fishing places where they were taken from My Time on the Portia Wiki. We hope you find My Time at Portia Fisherman's
Guide informed and useful. In addition, remember that you can always catch any fish at fishing day events or wait for species required to appear at Tody's to buy it. Mariia R.GuidesOctober 16, 2019 2019
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